The SEER Program Code Manual 1988
- Effective for cases diagnosed in 1988

- Effective for cases diagnosed in 1989

- Effective for cases diagnosed in 1990 - 1991

- Effective for cases diagnosed in 1992 - 1997

- Effective for cases diagnosed in 1998 - 2003

SEER Program Coding and Staging Manual 2004
- Effective for cases diagnosed January 1, 2004 - December 31, 2006

SEER Program Coding and Staging Manual 2007
- Effective for cases diagnosed January 1, 2007 - December 31, 2009
  - Revised in 2008
  - Includes MP/H Coding Rules, CS schema, treatment codes

SEER Program Coding and Staging Manual 2010
- Effective for cases diagnosed January 1, 2010 - December 31, 2010
  - Includes MP/H Coding Rules, CS schema, treatment codes
SEER Program Coding and Staging Manual 2011
- Effective for cases diagnosed January 1, 2011 - December 31, 2011
- Includes MP/H Coding Rules, CS schema, treatment codes

SEER Program Coding and Staging Manual 2012
- Effective for cases diagnosed January 1, 2012 - December 31, 2012
- Includes MP/H Coding Rules, CS schema, treatment codes

SEER Program Coding and Staging Manual 2013
- Effective for cases diagnosed January 1, 2013 and forward
- Includes MP/H Coding Rules, CS schema, treatment codes